The current paradigm for constructing waveforms from precessing compact binaries is to first construct a waveform in a non-inertial, co-precessing binary source frame followed by a time-dependent rotation to map back to the physical, inertial frame. A key insight in the construction of these models is that the co-precessing waveform can be effectively mapped to some equivalent aligned spin waveform. Secondly, the time-dependent rotation implicitly introduces m-mode mixing, necessitating an accurate description of higher-order modes in the co-precessing frame. We assess the efficacy of this modelling strategy in the strong field regime using Numerical Relativity simulations. We find that this framework allows for the highly accurate construction of (2, ±2) modes in our data set, while for higher order modes, especially the (2, |1|), (3, |2|) and (4, |3|) modes, we find rather large mismatches. We also investigate a variant of the approximate map between co-precessing and aligned spin waveforms, where we only identify the slowly varying part of the time domain co-precessing waveforms with the aligned-spin one, but find no significant improvement. Our results indicate that the simple paradigm to construct precessing waveforms does not provide an accurate description of higher order modes in the strong-field regime, and demonstrate the necessity for modelling mode asymmetries and mode-mixing to significantly improve the description of precessing higher order modes.
I. INTRODUCTION
The first observation of gravitational waves (GWs) from colliding black holes by Advanced LIGO [1, 2] marked the beginning of a new era in astronomy. Since then, GWs from twelve coalescing compact binaries such binary black holes (BBHs) and binary neutron stars (BNSs) have been detected confidently [3, 4] by Advanced LIGO (aLIGO) and Virgo [5] , and many more GW candidates have been recorded since the start of the third observing run [6] . For all confident BBH detections, the emitted signal was found to be consistent with predictions from General Relativity [7, 8] and consistent with compact binaries whose spins are aligned with the orbital angular momentum L [3] . The GW signal of such aligned-spin binaries is well described by the current generation of semi-analytic waveform models [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] governing the inspiral, merger and ringdown. More recent work [14] [15] [16] [17] has focused on extending these waveform models to incorporate subdominant harmonics beyond the dominant quadrupolar (2, |2|) modes.
Generic BBHs, however, can have arbitrarily oriented spin configurations, i.e., the spins are not (anti-)parallel to the orbital angular momentum. Relativistic couplings between the orbital and spin angular momenta induce precession of the spins and the orbital plane [18, 19] , resulting in complex amplitude and phase modulations of GW signal. This complicates waveform modelling efforts and impedes brute force Numerical Relativity (NR) studies as the parameter space grows from three intrinsic parameters to seven for quasi-spherical binaries [20] . Recent attempts, guided by reduced order modelling strategies [21, 22] , have been successful in accurately modelling precessing waveforms in very restricted domains of the parameter space [23] [24] [25] .
In recent years, a number of key breakthroughs in waveform modelling enabled the development of the first inspiralmerger-ringdown (IMR) waveforms for precessing compact binaries [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . A key insight was the observation that the waveform of precessing binaries can be greatly simplified when transformed to an effectively co-precessing, noninertial frame that tracks the leading-order precession of the orbital plane [26, 27, 32] . This general framework has since been used to produce several IMR waveform models of precessing binaries [23, 24, [33] [34] [35] [36] . A second crucial insight was the realisation that a co-precessing waveform can be approximately mapped to a some equivalent aligned-spin waveform [26, 30, 37] . This identification is predicated on an approximate decoupling between the spin components parallel to the orbital angular momentum L and the spin components perpendicular to L (in-plane spins) [30] . Schematically, we can construct an approximate precessing waveform using a time-dependent rotation of the co-precessing waveform modes given a model of the precessional motion of the orbital plane [26, 29] . Within this general framework, several approximations are commonly made, though different waveform models use different approximations. Here, we focus on the phenomenological waveform family, a key tool for LIGO data analysis due to its computational efficiency. Precessing phenomenological waveform models [33, 36, 38, 39] are constructed using three independent pieces: 1) an aligned-spin waveform model, 2) a model for the Euler angles describing the time-dependent rotation of the orbital plane, and 3) a modification of the final state that captures spin-precession effects. The most commonly for GW analysis used model IM-RPhenomPv2 [33, 38] , has recently been upgraded to include double-spin effects in the inspiral [36] , and to incorporate (uncalibrated) subdominant spherical harmonic modes in the co-precessing frame [39] , while a forthcoming phenomenological waveform model will include the calibration of these modes [40] .
Precessing phenomenological waveform models are constructed based on a set of simplifying approximations. Each of these approximations will introduce systematic modelling errors. While current observations are dominated by the statistical uncertainty in the measurement, advances in the detector sensitivity will reveal systematic errors. We thus need to understand the impact of various modelling approximations to guide the model development for the coming years. Due to the dimensionality of the precessing parameter space, systematic studies are sparse. Here, we make a first attempt at scrutinizing two main approximations made in the phenomenological modelling paradigm:
1. (APX1) The identification between co-precessing and aligned-spin waveform modes. 2. (APX2) The choice of subdominant harmonic modes used in constructing the co-precessing waveform modes, i.e., the number of aligned-spin modes used to generate the approximate precessing modes. In particular, we focus on the limitations of these two approximations when extended to higher order mode for both individual modes as well as the strain. We note that in the analyses presented here, we neglect modifications to the final state and compute the Euler angles directly from the precessing NR simulations.
The paper is organised as follows: In Sec. II we briefly summarise the general framework used to model precessing binaries. In Sec. III we present the data set of NR waveforms used in this study, afterwards we present our results on the validity of (APX1) and (APX2) in Sec. V. In Sec. VI we discuss caveats and possible improvements of (APX1). We conclude in Sec. VII. In Appendices A-D we present details of the NR data set, additional results and supporting analyses.
Throughout we use geometric units G = c = 1. To simplify expressions we set the total mass of the system to M = m 1 + m 2 = 1 unless stated otherwise. We define the mass ratio as q = m 1 /m 2 ≥ 1 with m 1 ≥ m 2 . We also introduce the symmetric mass ratio η = q/(1 + q) 2 , and we will denote the black holes' dimensionless spin vectors by χ χ χ i = S S S i /m 2 i , for i = 1, 2.
II. MODELLING PRECESSING BINARIES
The orbital precession dynamics of a binary system is encoded in three time-dependent Euler angles {β(t), α(t), ε(t)} [26] , where β is the angle between the total angular momentum J J J and L and α is the azimuthal orientation of L . These two angles track the direction of the maximal radiation axis, which is approximately normal to the orbital plane [41] . The final angle, ε, corresponds to a rotation around the maximal radiation axis given by enforcing the minimal rotation condition [42] , ε = − α(t) cos β(t) dt, which is related to the precession rate of the binary.
A coordinate frame, which tracks the orbital precession is referred to as co-precessing. In any such co-precessing frame, the waveform modes h co−prec m can be obtained by an active ro-tation applied to the modes h prec m obtained in an inertial coordinate system [26, 29] :
where R k m (β, α, ε) is the k m-element of the rotation operator which describes the inertial motion, adopting the (z, y, z)convention. It follows that the inverse transformation permits the generation of precessing waveform modes, i.e., given the modes in the co-precessing frame, we find
While all available precessing IMR waveform models use this general framework, they make different assumptions about the RHS of Eq. (2.2). In particular, phenomenological waveform models [33, 36, 41] identify the co-precessing waveform modes in Eq. (2.2) with aligned-spin (AS) modes obtained from a binary with the same mass ratio and spin component parallel to L , i.e.,
3) whereh prec lk
and h AS lk denote the approximate precessing and AS waveform modes, respectively. Given an appropriate description of the rotation operator, the identification between h co−prec m h AS m (APX1) provides a straightforward procedure to construct approximate precessing waveforms.
One key aspect of precessing waveforms that is not captured by this identification are mode asymmetries [43] . For time domain aligned-spin waveforms the negative-m modes are given by complex conjugation, i.e.,
where the symbol * denotes complex conjugation. This relation is no longer true for precessing waveforms, which is neglected in the identification h co−prec m h AS m . We investigate in detail the effect of neglecting these mode-asymmetries in Sec. V A.
III. NUMERICAL RELATIVITY DATASET
The set of NR simulations used in this study includes publicly available waveforms from the SXS Collaboration [44] , as well as non-public waveforms generated with BAM [45, 46] and the open-source Einstein Toolkit [47, 48] . The simulations employed here, including their properties are listed in Tab. A of App. A. Throughout the main text we will highlight results for three precessing cases: IDs 10, 28 and 36. Their parameters are listed in Tab. I. We choose these three cases due to the presence of particular features which we discuss in detail in Sec. V A. From all available NR simulations we pair the precessing and AS waveforms whose initial dimensionless spin vector projected onto the initial orbital angular momentumL L L 0 coincide, i.e.,L
whereL L L 0 = L L L 0 /||L L L 0 || is the unit orbital angular momentum vector after junk radiation. Note that satisfying Eq. (3.1) exactly is very difficult when working with NR simulations. We have thus chosen a tolerance of 10 −3 . Applying this criterion we obtain 36 unique precessing simulations with an AS counterpart. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the mass ratio q as well as two spin parameters for the 36 NR simulations: (i) the effective inspiral spin parameter χ eff [49, 50] given by
where χ iL = χ χ χ i ·L L L with i = 1, 2, and (ii) the effective precession spin parameter χ p [30] defined as
where A 1 = 2 + 3q/2, A 2 = 2 + 3/(2q), and S i⊥ , with i = 1, 2, is the norm of the spin components perpendicular to L (in-plane spin components). The effective spin parameter is a mass weighted combination of the spin components aligned with L , which predominantly affects the inspiral rate [51] . It is the best constrained spin parameter to date [3] . The in-plane spin components source the precession of the binary system. The average precession exhibited by the binary is approximated by χ p . The NR simulations have been selected according to the following criteria:
1) Waveform accuracy. When multiple resolutions of a simulation are available, we use the highest resolution and the waveforms extracted at largest extraction radius. For SXS waveforms we choose the second order extrapolation to future-null infinity. 2) NR code. We only compare simulations produced with the same NR code to avoid systematics coming from the different numerical methods and ambiguities due to the use of different gauges. 3) Length requirements. Due to the lack of a robust hybridization procedure between precessing NR and post-Newtonian inspiral waveforms as well as the introduction of additional systematics, we restrict this study to NR waveforms only. We select NR waveforms long enough to cover a total mass below 100 M at 20 Hz for all the considered ( m) modes, except for one BAM case, ID 28, whose length is shorter but it is interesting as it has a high value of χ p = 0.8. 4) Residual eccentricity. We only select NR simulations that have a residual initial eccentricity e ≤ 3 × 10 −3 . The low-eccentricity initial parameters of the ET simulations have been computed using the method developed in [52] .
IV. METHODOLOGY

A. Quadrupole Alignment
Several ways have been put forward to compute the waveform modes in a co-precessing frame [26] [27] [28] . We choose the method developed in [26] referred to as quadrupolealignment, henceforth abbreviated QA. It is based on finding the coordinate frame that maximises the mean magnitude of the (2, ±2) modes [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] .
Once the three time-dependent Euler angles that define this frame have been computed, each precessing waveform mode can be rotated to this QA frame through Eq. (2.1). Conversely, given AS modes, these can be rotated through Eq. (2.3) into an inertial frame where they resemble precessing modes.
Furthermore, in order to minimize the effect of the difference between the inertial frames of the rotated AS and the precessing simulations, we perform an additional global rotation of the ( m) modes specified by the three Euler angles which rotate the z-axis onto the direction of the final spin of the black-hole. The direction of the final spin is computed from the data of the apparent horizon of the simulations, while its magnitude is computed using two different procedures, from the apparent horizon of the simulations and from fits to the ringdown orbital frequency as in [53] . Note that another approximated fixed direction for a precessing system is the asymptotic total angular of the system [41] , which one could in principle compute from the initial total angular momentum of the system read from the NR simulations and evolve it backwards in time using PN equations of motion. However, this is a difficult procedure due to the gauge differences between PN and NR. We have also tested that the differences between the directions of the initial and final angular momentum of the system are small (∼ 1 • ) for the cases discussed here, thus, the choice of one or the other does not modify the subsequent analysis.
B. Match calculation
The GW signal of a quasicircular binary black hole system with arbitrary spins is described by 15 parameters [54] . Some of these parameters are properties intrinsic to the GW emitting source: the total mass and mass ratio of the binary as well as the six components of the two spin vectors. The remaining parameters are extrinsic and describe the relation between the binary source frame and the observer; they are: the luminosity distance d L , the coalescence time t c , the inclination ι , the azimuthal angle ϕ, the right ascension φ, declination θ and polarization angle ψ.
The real-valued GW strain observed in a detector is given by [55] 
where Θ = {t c , d L , θ, ϕ, α, δ, ψ} and ζ = {M, q, S S S 1 , S S S 2 } are the set of extrinsic and intrinsic parameters, respectively. The two waveform polarisations h + , h × are defined as
where −2 Y m denotes the spin-weighted spherical harmonics of spin weight −2.
The comparison between two waveforms is commonly quantified by the match -the noise-weighted inner product between the signals [56] . Given a real-valued detector response, the inner product between the signal h S resp (t) and a model h M resp (t), is defined as
whereh denotes the Fourier transform of h, h * the complex conjugate of h and S n (| f |) is the one-sided noise power spectral density (PSD) of the detector. In order to reduce the dimensionality of the parameter space we can combine declination, right ascension and polarization angle (θ, φ, ψ) into an effective polarization angle κ defined as [57] κ(θ, φ, ψ) := arctan
The detector response can then be rewritten in terms of the effective polarization angle κ as
The normalized match is then defined as the inner product optimized over a relative time shift, the initial orbital phase and the polarization angle given by
where the values of the signal angles (ι S , ϕ S 0 , κ S ) are fixed. The procedure to compute the match is described in detail in App. B of [30] . A match M 1 indicates good agreement between the signal and the model, while M 0 indicates orthogonality between the two waveforms.
We perform an analytical maximization over κ M and compute numerically the maximum for t M 0 and ϕ M 0 through an inverse Fourier transform and numerical maximization. To ease the comparisons we introduce the mismatch, 1 − M.
C. Radiated energy
In addition to the commonly used mismatch calculation to quantify the disagreement between two waveforms, we also compute the radiated energy per ( m)-mode,
where t 0 is the relaxed time after the burst of junk of radiation, t f is the final time of the simulation,ḣ m (τ) ≡ dh m (τ)/dτ. This quantity is more sensitive to discrepancies in the amplitude of the waveforms than the mismatch, which is more sensitive to phase differences. We will use this measure in particular as a diagnostic tool to quantify mode asymmetries. Note that given the fact that we have set set the scale of the total mass to 1, the radiated energy scales consistently with that choice.
V. TESTING THE ACCURACY OF MODELLING APPROXIMATIONS
We quantify and discuss the impact of the two approximations (APX1) and (APX2) used in the phenomenological framework to model precessing binaries including higher order modes. The higher order modes analyzed in this paper are ( , m) = {(2, |2|), (2, |1|), (3, |2|), (3, |3|), (4, |3|), (4, |4|)}. These modes can be grouped in three subsets: the = 2 modes, where at least for the (2, |2|) we expect high accuracy of the approximations, the (3, |2|), (4, |3|) modes for which poor accuracy is expected due to the significant mode-mixing [58] which the approximations are not able to reproduce, and the (4, |4|) and (3, |3|) modes as the next dominant higher order modes.
The analyses are carried out in two different coordinate frames, the non-inertial co-precessing frame and the inertial precessing frame. We discuss the interpretation of the results in both frames and show the suitability of one or another to assess the accuracy of the approximations.
A. Co-precessing waveforms: QA vs. AS
We first study the validity of the identification of AS and co-precessing waveforms (APX1), where the latter are constructed via the QA method described in Sec. IV A. For this comparison we use all available waveform modes of each simulation in order to generate the QA modes, i.e., we take all terms in the sum of Eq. (2.1). For instance, we generate the QA (2,2) and (3,3) modes as follows: The qualitative behavior of (APX1) is illustrated in Fig. 2 , where we show a selection of higher-order modes in the co-precessing frame with the corresponding AS modes for the configuration with ID 36. We observe the well-known hierarchy between the amplitudes of the AS higher-order modes [59] , which is also reproduced by the QA modes. Furthermore, we see clear asymmetries between positive and negative m QA modes at merger.
Note that in Fig. 2 there is not only an amplitude discrepancy but also a time shift between positive and negative m QA modes. This is due to the fact that for the strain, which is two time derivatives of the Newman-Penrose scalar ψ 4 , the amplitude discrepancies in the ψ 4, m modes translate also into time-shifts in the h m modes. However, only amplitude asymmetries are relevant for the subsequent analysis as the mismatch calculation maximizes over possible time-shifts between waveforms by performing an inverse Fourier transform. These amplitude asymmetries are not captured by (APX1), and reduce the accuracy of the QA-AS identification, especially for higher order modes, where these effects are exacerbated (see Fig. 2 ).
We now quantify the agreement between the QA and AS modes by calculating the mismatch between individual modes .3) is evaluated between 20 Hz and a maximum frequency below 2000 Hz which varies depending on the total mass of the system and the length of the NR waveform. We use the Advanced LIGO design sensitivity PSD [1, 60] . Figure 3 shows the mismatch between single QA modes and AS ones for the { , m} = {(2, ±2) (top panel) and { , m} = (2, ±1)} modes (bottom panel) as a function of the total mass compatible with the length of the NR waveforms. The results for the other modes can be found in Fig. 9 in App. B. In each panel of Figures 3 and 9 we mark with horizontal lines the 1%, 3% and 10% values of the mismatch. Moreover, we highlight two cases with IDs 10 (red) and 36 (blue): ID 10 is selected as a representative of the bulk of available NR waveforms, with a small mass ratio, q = 1.5, and moderate precession spin, χ p = 0.5, while the case ID 36 has the highest mass ratio in our data set of NR waveforms, q = 5.
For the (2, ±2)-modes, top panel in Fig. 3 , we observe mismatches well below 3%, except for the (2, 2) mode of the case with ID 28. This configuration has a moderate mass ratio, q = 3, and high values of the in-plane spin components χ 1⊥ = 0.8, χ 2⊥ = 0.6 on both BHs. A closer look (see Fig. 14 
in
App. B) reveals that while the (2, 2)-QA mode resembles the AS (2, 2)-mode reasonably well during the inspiral, at merger the amplitude of the QA-mode is significantly higher than for the AS-mode. Additionally, we identify a clear asymmetry between the (2, 2) and (2, −2) QA modes. In order to quantify this asymmetry between positive and negative m-modes, as well as the difference between AS and QA modes, we also compute the radiated energy per ( , m)-mode for this case. The amount of energy radiated per m-mode is given in Tab. II. We also calculate the ratio of radiated energy between positive and negative m-modes. The large differences in radiated energy between positive and negative m-modes translate into great differences in the peak of the waveforms, which is the cause of the high mismatch for this particular case. This picture changes quite significantly for the (2, ±1) modes, bottom panel of Fig. 3 : We identify five configurations with a mass averaged mismatch larger than 10%: ID 4, which is an equal mass, equal spin binary; IDs 9, 10 and 12, which correspond to a series of q = 1.5 simulations with the same χ 1L but differently oriented in-plane spin components for the smaller black hole; and ID 20, a q = 2 simulation. For those cases we find that the QA-mode is not represented well by the corresponding AS-mode (see App. C for details). We note that odd-m modes, in particular the (2,1)-mode, are very sensitive to asymmetries in the binary, which may be reflected in the values of the final recoil of the system [61] . Thus, we have computed the recoil velocity for all available simulations in Tab. A. However, we do not find a direct correlation between the recoil velocity and large mismatches. We observe that some configurations with mass ratios 1.5 and 2, the same χ eff but different in-plane spin components have mismatches < 3%, while others have mismatches ≥ 10%.
Furthermore, there are also four cases with mass averaged mismatches 1 − M between 5% and 10%, corresponding to the simulations with IDs 1, 15, 16 and 21. Simulation with ID 1 is an equal mass equal, spin configuration with PI symmetry, hence, with mathematically vanishing odd m modes, while IDs 15, 16 and 21 are q = 2 simulations with χ eff = 0 and χ eff = −0.33 , respectively, and small AS (2,1) modes. Further discussion can be found in App. C. For the remaining simulations, i.e., 75% of the NR data set, we find mass averaged mismatches 1 − M ≤ 3%.
We have also investigated the QA-AS correspondence for other higher-order modes. Overall, we find that the number of cases with 1 − M ≤ 3% is significantly smaller than for the quadrupolar modes. This indicates a clear degradation of (APX1) for higher order modes. We identify the QA mode asymmetries as well as strongly pronounced residual oscillations due to nutation as the cause. See Fig. 9 in App. B for the details. We further remark that the (3, |2|) and (4, |3|) modes are affected strongly by mode mixing, which requires a transformation to a spheroidal harmonic basis. In addition, all higher order modes suffer from more numerical noises in comparison to the quadrupolar mode, which necessarily impacts the mismatch. Possible ways to address such limitations are discussed in Sec. VI B.
B. Approximate precessing waveforms: Impact of higher-order modes
We are now turning our attention to (APX2), analyzing the impact of the number of AS higher order modes used in the construction of approximate precessing waveforms in the inertial frame. To do so, we use the inverse QA-transformation. In contrast to the previous section, where all available higherorder modes were taken into account (see Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2)), in this section we restrict the number of available AS modes in the sum of Eq. (2.3) to the same set of modes used in current Phenom/EOB waveform models [15, 16] : ( , m) = {(2, ±2), (2, ±1), (3, ±2), (3, ±3), (4, ±3), (4, ±4)}. The impact of these higher order modes in the map between the co-precessing and the inertial frame is assessed via truncating different terms in the sum. For instance, in the case of the approximate precessing (2, 2) mode, we calculate it taking into account either only the AS (2, ±2) modes or the AS (2, ±2), (2, ±1) modes, i.e.,
(5.4)
The notation h P,k:{±r,±s} m refers to the approximate precessing ( , m) waveform mode constructed with the AS ( , ±r), ( , ±s) modes.
The agreement between fully precessing and approximate precessing modes is first quantified via single-mode mismatches following the same procedure as in Sec. V A. The results for the (2, ±2) and (2, ±1) modes are shown in Fig. 4 , the results for the other modes in The precessing (2, 2)-mode mismatches (top panel of Fig.  4 ) are below 3% for all cases except for the case with ID 28, which shows mismatches > 3% for all total masses. This outlier configuration is the same as in Sec. V A when testing (APX1) for the (2, 2)-mode and it corresponds to a short BAM simulation with q = 3 and χ p = 0.8, the highest value in our NR data set. We identify an amplitude asymmetry as the underlying cause (see App. C for details).
In Tab. III the percentages of cases with a mass average mismatch within different threshold values are shown. For the (2, 2) mode 97.2% of the cases in our data set have an average mismatch below the 3%. The addition of the AS (2, ±1) modes does not change the percentage of simulations with an average mismatch below 3%. This indicates that the inclusion of the AS (2, ±1) modes in the construction of the approximate precessing (2, 2) mode has little impact, although we generally observe improved mismatches (see top panel of Fig. 10 ).
The bottom panel of Fig. 4 shows the results for the precessing (2, 1) mode; we see a higher number of cases with mismatches above 3% than for the (2, 2) mode. In particular, we find that the inclusion of the AS (2, ±1) decreases the total percentage of simulations with mismatched below 3% as shown in Table III , see e.g. the red and blue curves in the bottom panel of Fig. 4 . We attribute this decrease to the less accurate identification between the QA and AS (2, 1) mode. For the configuration ID 10 we see in the right panel of Fig. 14 that the approximate precessing (2, 1)-mode constructed with four AS modes, although it reproduces more accurately the shape of the precessing mode during the inspiral, it has larger errors at merger than the one built with only two AS modes. This error at merger dominates the value of the mismatch and it also indicates the inability of the approximation to accurately reproduce the merger part of the precessing (2, 1)-mode for this case. Further, high mismatches for the (2, ±1) modes are also obtained for configurations for which the (2, |1|)-modes have a particularly small amplitude. This poses a challenge for NR codes to resolve such small signals. We discuss possible systematics for the AS (2, ±1) mode in Sec. VI A. The mismatches for the remaining higher order modes {(3, 3), (3, 2), (4, 4), (4, 3)} are shown in Fig. 10 of App. B and summarized in Table III . We observe a clear difference between the higher order modes affected by mode-mixing, (3, 2) and (4, 3) modes, which show poor mismatches with less than 30% of cases below the 3% mismatch; the next dominant higher order modes, (3, 3) and (4, 4) modes, which are not affected significantly by mode-mixing and have 80% of configurations with mass-averaged mismatches below the 3% mismatch. Note that the mismatches of the (3, 2) and (4, 3) modes are higher in the inertial frame than in the co-precessing, indicating that the effects of mode-mixing become more relevant in the former due to the more complicated structure caused by the precession of the orbital plane of the binary. Generally, the addition of the AS (3, ±2) or the (4, ±3) modes tends to improve the mismatches. However, for a non-negligible subset of configurations their inclusion increases the mismatch, see e.g. the blue and red curves in the left panels of Fig. 10 . This indicates the necessity to disentangle the effects of the two sources of mode-mixing in the approximate precessing waveforms, the one coming from using different AS modes in the map between the co-precessing and inertial frame, and the one from the contribution of approximate precessing higher order modes with the same m index. One possible approach to that problem would be to study the map between inertial and co-precessing frames with the spheroidal harmonic basis Figure 4 . Mode by mode mismatches between precessing and approximate precessing modes in the inertial frame for all NR configurations from for the ringdown part of the waveform for these modes, which we leave for future work. We also compute mismatches for negative m modes in Fig.  11 . Computing the average mismatch for each configuration, we find similar results to the positive m-modes.
The analysis of the single mode mismatches indicates that the inclusion of more AS higher order modes can lower the mismatch between the precessing and approximate precessing waveforms quite significantly. Therefore, it is not necessarily optimal to include an arbitrary number of AS modes when constructing approximate precessing waveform modes.
However, this analysis concerns only the individual modes, thus neglects the geometric coefficients which reweight the modes depending on the orientation of the source. Therefore, we now take this into account and compute mismatches between the detector response (Eq. (4.5)) constructed from the precessing NR modes and the approximate precessing modes calculated with either two or four AS modes as per Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4) . When computing the mismatches for the detector response we optimize over time shifts and phase offsets as in the case of the single mode mismatches, but we also optimize analytically over the effective polarization angle of the template, κ t , following the procedure described in [30] . The mismatches are calculated using the same number of ( , m) modes in the signal and the template. For instance, when using only the approximate precessing (2, ±2) modes in the complex strain, 5) and the AS (2, ±2) modes in the rotation operator as in Eq. (5.3) , we use the label ( , m) = (2, ±2)/AS : {( , ± )}. Figures  5 and 15 show contour plots of the mismatches between precessing and approximate precessing waveforms averaged over κ S for the configuration with ID 36 as a function of inclination and azimuthal angle for a total mass of M = 65M .
In the top right panel of Fig. 5 the mismatches for the strain computed with the ( , m) = (2, ±2)/AS : {( , ± )} modes are displayed. The mismatches increase above 3% in a range of inclinations 67.5 • < ι S < 112.5 • . In addition close to ι S = 90 • (edge-on configuration) the values reach a maximum of ∼ 15% value. On the left panel, where the AS (2, ±1) modes have been included in the calculation of the approximate precessing modes, the maximum value at ι S = 90 • has decreased to ∼ 2%. For small inclinations the benefit of adding the AS (2, ±1) modes is more moderate. Hence, the inclusion of the AS (2, ±1) modes significantly improves the description of the strain constructed with the (2, ±2) modes, especially for edgeon configurations.
In the mid panels the (2, ±1) modes are added to the complex strain. The right mid panel, where only the AS (2, ±2) modes are taken into account, displays mismatches above the 3% in small regions around ι S = {45 • , 135 • } , while the left mid panel, where the AS (2, ±2), (2, ±1) modes are taken into account, shows mismatch values below 3% for all orientations. Therefore, the inclusion of the (2, ±1) AS modes reduces the mismatch with respect to the case where only the (2, ±2) AS modes are available. This result also indicates that the improvement in the (2, ±2) approximate precessing modes, due to the inclusion of the (2, ±1) AS modes, is higher than the degradation of the single (2, ±1) approximate precessing modes as observed in the bottom panel of Fig. 4 . The choice of an inertial frame where the (2, ±2) modes have more power than the (2, ±1) modes alleviates the inaccuracy in the description of the precessing (2, ±1) modes.
In the bottom panels of Fig. 5 the strain is constructed from the (2, ±2), (2, ±1), (3, ±3) modes. The bottom right panel, which uses the AS (2, ±2), (3, ±3) modes to generate the approximate precessing waveforms, shows higher mismatches than the left panel, which employs the AS (2, ±2), (2, ±1), (3, ±3), (3, ±2) modes. The results show an overall increase in the mismatch due to the addition of the (3, ±3), (3, ±2) modes whose inaccuracy, as shown in the single mode mismatches of Fig. 10 of App. B, is higher than for the (2, ±2), (2, ±1) modes.
In Fig. 15 of App. B strain mismatch contour plots between precessing and approximate precessing waveforms in the inertial frame for the same configuration as in Fig. 5 with more higher order modes in the sum of the complex strain are shown. In the top, middle and bottom panels the (2, ±2), (2, ±1), (3, ±3), (4, ±4); (2, ±2), (2, ±1), (3, ±3), (3, ±2), (4, ±4) and (2, ±2), (2, ±1), (3, ±3), (3, ±2), (4, ±4), (4, ±3) modes are taken into account in the sum of the complex strain, respectively. In the left and right panels the ( , | |), ( , | − 1|) AS modes are taken into account, respectively. The mismatches tend to increase slightly when adding more higher order modes in the sum of the complex strain, consistent with the single mode mismatches of Figs. 4 and 10 , while the inclusion of more AS higher order tends to lower the mismatch, although its effect is restricted due to the small power of the AS higher order modes. Note that the results of Figs. 5 and 15, although different quantities, are consistent with the signal-to-noise ratio weighted mismatches of references [36, 39] .
We conclude that the inclusion of AS higher order modes in the construction of approximate precessing waveforms tends to decrease the mismatches when the full strain is considered. However, individual modes are not always better described when adding more AS modes due to the inaccuracy of (APX1) for higher order modes, especially those significantly affected by mode-mixing like the (3, |2|) and (4, |3|) modes. Furthermore, the analysis showed that the inclusion of AS higher order modes, like the (2, ±1), in the precessing strain can reduce the mismatches by up to an order of magnitude. We stress, however, that the addition of even more higher order modes can also have a negative impact, especially when modes, where (APX1) is clearly not applicable, are included.
VI. CAVEATS AND POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS
A. Systematic errors and (2, 1)-amplitude minima Let us now discuss possible sources of systematic errors in the NR waveforms which can affect our results.
The first systematic error source we consider is the quantity used to calculate the Euler angles that encode the precession of the orbital plane. For the SXS simulations we compute the angles from the gravitational radiation extrapolated to infinite radius [62] , while for the ET and BAM simulations we use the Newman-Penrose scalar [63] , ψ 4 , at the outermost extraction radius available in the simulation. Alternatively, we could also integrate ψ 4 twice in time to obtain the strain and calculate the angles from it. However, integrating twice in time can add extra oscillations in the waveforms which can be as large as those coming from the difference between using ψ 4 or the strain. Therefore, we restrict to compute the angles from the ψ 4 in the case of the BAM and ET simulations.
Aligned-spin configurations with PI symmetry, i.e. the two black holes can be exchanged under a reflection in the orbital plane, have vanishing odd m-modes, which reduce to noise in NR simulations. Naturally, this poses a clear limitation to the identification between AS and QA modes. In our data set simulations with IDs 1-4 show this particular feature. From those four we note that the non-spinning configuration ID 1 has a small AS spin amplitude with respect to the precessing counterpart leading to higher mismatches than the spinning configurations IDs 2, 3 and 4. We discuss this point in more detail in App. C.
Another known issue concerns the occurrence of minima in the amplitude of the AS (2, ±1), which are not observed in the corresponding QA modes. In order to obtain some insight into these minima, we have reproduced the AS configuration q2. 0.6 -0.6 pcD12 simulation from Tab. I of Ref. [16] with the Einstein Toolkit (ID 37 in our data set). In addition, we also produced two precessing simulations to test not only the existence of the minimum with a finite difference code, but also to check its relevance for the QA approximation. We summarize the properties of these three simulations in Tab. IV. Figure 6 shows the time domain amplitudes of the (2, 1) mode of ψ 4 for the three simulations of Tab. IV. We clearly identify a minimum in the AS (2, 1) mode shortly before t = 0. The minimum occurs at an orbital frequency of Ω ET min = 0.19, which is slightly different from the one obtained from the original SpEC simulation, Ω SpEC min = 0.17. This small difference could be due to differences in the initial data and numerical errors, such as the inaccuracies in the wave extraction or in the double time integration of ψ 4 to obtain the strain. Additionally, we also display the approximate precessing (2, 1) modes constructed from all available AS modes, and the corresponding QA modes. We see that the QA (2, 1) modes do not accurately resemble the AS (2, 1) modes. The mismatches between the (2, 1)-modes are of the order of 15(20)% for configuration 38 (39) , while the mismatches between the (2, 2)-AS and (2, 2)-QA modes are 0.2(0.04)%, respectively. Furthermore, the precessing (2, 2)[(2, 1)] modes are faithfully reproduced by the approximate precessing ones with mismatches of 0.2(0.04)[0.2(0.2)]% for simulation with ID 38 (39) . The agreement of the precessing modes is due to the negligible contribution of the rather small AS (2, 1)-mode in comparison to the large AS (2, 2) mode, while the poor recovery of the AS mode by the QA mode confirms the inability of the AS-QA identification to reproduce the amplitude minima observed in the AS (2, 1)-mode.
B. Waveform decomposition in the co-precessing frame
We have seen previously that the identification between QA and AS modes does not capture mode asymmetries as well as residual modulations due to nutation. This can ultimately lead to a poor reconstructions of the fully precessing GW strain. We now study an extension to (APX1), following the strategy adopted by the precessing surrogate models NRSur4d2s and NRSur7dq2 [64, 65] , where the time domain co-precessing waveforms are decomposed into slowly-varying functions and small oscillatory ones such that q2. 0.6 -0.6 pcD12 ET 2 (0., 0., 0.6) (0., 0., −0.6) 11.72 0.022 1.17 38 q2. 0.4 0. 0.6 0. 0. -0.6 pcD12 ET 2 (0.4, 0., 0.6) (0., 0., −0.6) 11.68 0.022 1.47 39 q2. 0. 0. 0.6 0.4 0. -0.6 pcD12 ET 2 (0., 0., 0.6) (0.4, 0., −0.6) 11.71 0.022 1.08 Table IV . Summary of the properties of the simulations used for the analysis of the impact of the (2, 1) minimum. Each simulation is specified by its mass ratio q = m 1 /m 2 ≥ 1, the initial dimensionless spin vectors, χ χ χ 1 , χ χ χ 2 , the orbital separation D/M, the orbital frequency Ω 0 and the orbital eccentricity, e 0 , at the relaxation time. Table  IV. monotonic functions similar to aligned-spin waveforms, while the antisymmetric amplitude, A − ,m and the symmetric phase φ + ,m are small real-valued oscillatory functions whose modelling is challenging. In Ref. [23] apply a Hilbert transform is applied to A − ,m and φ + ,m to convert them into slowly-varying functions easier to model.
We pursue to assess the identification between what we call the symmetric waveform, constructed with the symmetric amplitude and the antisymmetric phase, i.e., h + m = A + ,m e iφ − ,m , and the aligned-spin modes. In order to quantify that comparison we calculate single mode mismatches following the procedure Figure 7 . Single mode mismatches between the AS modes, h AS ,m , and the symmetric QA modes, h + m , for all the configurations in Table A as a function of the total mass of the system. In the top and bottom panels we show the results for the (2, 2) and (2, 1) modes, respectively. The configurations with IDs 10 and 36 are highlighted with red and blue colors, respectively. The horizontal lines mark the 1%, 3% and 10% value of the mismatch. of Sec. V A. In Fig. 7 we show the single mode mismatches between the h + m and h AS m for the (2, 2) and (2, 1) modes. The mismatches for higher order modes are displayed in Fig. 12 of App. B. For odd-m modes we have removed the cases with PI symmetry. The results of Fig. 7 suggest that for the (2, ±2) modes the identification between h + 2,±2 and h AS 2,±2 is an outstanding approximation as all the mismatches are below 3%. For higher order modes the mismatches increase one or two orders of magnitude for some particular cases as shown in Fig.  12 of App. B, although the bulk of cases are below 3%.
Given this, which suggests a good approximation between the symmetric QA and the AS waveforms, we can also study the impact of constructing the QA waveform modes replacing A ,m + and φ ,m − with the AS the amplitude and phases, A AS ,m , φ AS ,m ,
Therefore, one can compute an approximate QA waveform asĥ QA m =Â QA l,m e iφ QA l,m . Once, this waveform is constructed we quantify the difference between the QA modes, h QA m , and the approximate ones,ĥ QA m via single mode mismatches. In Fig. 8 one observes thatĥ QA m produces lower mismatches than h AS m . This indicates that the approximation of the symmetric amplitude and asymmetric phase by the AS amplitude and phase can be used with high accuracy for the (2, ±2) modes, while for higher order modes, especially the weak (2, ±1), (3, ±2) and (4, ±3) modes this approximation degrades as shown in Fig. 13 . This degradation is mainly due to the fact that the small difference between A AS ,m and A + ,m is a significant fraction of the power of the modes.
These results suggest a modification to the modelling strategy of precessing waveforms as follows: Instead of directly identifying the QA with corresponding AS modes, one should use the symmetric amplitude and antisymmetric phases constructed from the AS modes as per Eqs. (6.3) and (6.4).
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have assessed and quantified the accuracy of two main approximations commonly used to construct phenomenological inspiral-merger-ringdown waveforms from precessing BBHs. The first approximation (APX1) is the identification between aligned-spin and co-precessing waveforms [26] [27] [28] [29] . The second approximation (APX2) concerns the inclusion of higher-order aligned-spin modes in the construction of approxmiate precessing modes.
Focusing exclusively on the late inspiral and merger regime, we use NR waveforms from the first SXS catalog [44] and additional waveforms produced with the private BAM code and the open-source Einstein Toolkit. Our analysed NR data set consists of a total of 36 pairs of AS and precessing configurations, and we restrict our analyses to comparisons of waveforms generated with the same NR code to avoid the introduction of systematics due to numerical errors. We note that during the preparation of this manuscript a much larger SXS catalog [66] was released. This allows for the extension of the presented analyses to a larger parameter space, which we leave for future work.
We first quantified the efficacy of the QA-AS mapping (APX1) via single-mode mismatches and the radiated energy per mode. We find that this approximation yields mismatches below 3% for the (2, ±2) modes for the majority of configurations in our sample. However, the picture changes dramatically for higher-order modes. For modes that are prone to mode-mixing such as the (3, |2|) and (4, |3|) mode, the approximation is particularly poor, but the matches drop significantly also for the (2, |1|)-modes.
Furthermore, we find that the QA-AS map breaks down for configurations with highly asymmetric energy content between the +m and −m modes as quantified by the radiated energy per mode. The mode asymmetries are one of the clear limitations of this approximate mapping due to the tight symmetry condition of the AS waveforms which is not fulfilled by precessing and therefore the QA waveforms. We conclude that it will become increasingly important to correctly model these mode asymmetries in order to improve the accuracy of waveform models, which will particularly important in the coming years as ground-based GW detectors are set to improve their sensitivity [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] .
To alleviate some of the shortcomings of (APX1), we have investigated a modification used in surrogate models [23, 25] , where rather than identifying the co-precessing modes with AS modes, a combination of slowly varying amplitude and phase functions is used to model the co-precessing modes. We find that the symmetric amplitude and antisymmetric phase of the co-precessing modes can be identified with the amplitude and phase of the AS modes to high accuracy for the (2, ±2) modes. For certain higher order modes such as the (3, ±3) and (4, ±4) we find comparable results, but the weakest modes such as (2, ±1), (3, ±2) and (4, ±3) still have significantly larger mismatches.
Our study of (APX2) shows that the addition of the AS (2, ±1) modes to construct the approximate precessing (2, ±2) modes, does not significantly impact the mode accuracy. Again, we find that the opposite is true for higher order modes, where the inclusion of higher order AS modes improves the accuracy of the approximate precessing modes. And similarly to (APX1), we find that the (2, |1|), (3, |2|) and (4, |3|) modes are most strongly affected.
Beyond the individual modes, we have also analyzed the GW strain, which takes into account the different contributions from higher order modes depending on the orientation of the binary. Similarly, we find that the inclusion of AS higher order modes to construct approximate precessing waveforms improves the mismatches by an order of magnitude for edgeon configurations. However, care needs to be taken as the inclusion of even more higher order modes in the strain can increase the mismatch due to the accumulation of approximation errors when summing up the individual modes to construct the strain.
To highlight some additional error sources, we have studied a particular configuration which shows a minimum in the aligned-spin (2, 1) mode. We find that while the QA (2, 1) mode is not able to resemble the AS mode accurately, the precessing (2, 1) is hardly affected since the main contribution in its construction stems from the AS (2, 2) mode. Nevertheless, we have also seen that the inclusion of higher order modes in the construction of approximate precessing waveforms does matter for the majority of cases and therefore their accuracy is crucial.
Overall, our results show larger mismatches than what has previously been found for precessing phenomenological and EOB models [36, 72] . We attribute this difference to the impact of NR errors in our waveforms, which are much higher than those described in [36, 38, 72] due to the inclusion of higher order modes, although the strain mismatches in Sec. V B are consistent with those obtained in [39] for the same configurations. We also note that we neglect modifications to the final state that capture spin precession effects. However, we have verified using other phenomenological waveform models [9, 10, 73] that such modifications are a subdominant effect in the whole framework. Hence, the intrinsic limitations of the two modelling approximation (APX1) and (APX2), combined with the impact of NR errors for higher order modes are responsible for the reduced accuracy pf precessing higher order modes produced in this paradigm.
Our studies show that in order to produce accurate phenomenological precessing waveform models necessary to facilitate the maximal science return from future GW observations, modifications to the simple paradigm that take into account mode asymmetries and subdominant effects will be crucial.
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We use standard Bowen-York initial data [77, 78] computed using the TwoPunctures thorn [79] , in which the punctures are initially placed on the x-axis at positions x 1 = D/(1 + q) and x 2 = −qD/(1 + q), where D is the coordinate separation and we assume m 1 ≥ m 2 . The initial momenta are chosen such that p = (∓p r , ±p t , 0). We use low-eccentricity initial data following the prescription detailed in [52] .
The time evolution is performed using the W-variant [80] of the BSSN formulation [81, 82] of the Einstein field equations as implemented by McLachlan [83] . The black holes are evolved using the standard moving punctures gauge conditions [84, 85] with the lapse being evolved according to the "1 + log" condition [86] and the shift being evolved using a hyperbolicΓ-driver equation [87] .
The simulations were performed using 8th order accurate finite differencing and Kreiss-Oliger dissipation [88] . Adaptive mesh refinement is provided by Carpet [89] [90] [91] , with the near zone being computed with high resolution Cartesian grids that track the motion of the BHs, while the wave extraction zone uses spherical grids provided the Llama multipatch infrastructure [76] . By using grids adapted to the spherical topology of the wave extraction zone, we are able to efficiently compute high-accuracy waveforms at large extraction radii relative to standard Cartesian grids. The apparent horizons are computed using AHFinderDirect [92] and a calculation of the spins is performed in the dynamical horizon formalism using the QuasiLocalMeasures thorn [93] .
The gravitational waves are computed using the WeylScal4 thorn and the GW strain h is calculated from Ψ 4 via fixed-frequency integration [94] . The thorns McLachlan and WeylScal4 are generated by the automatedcode-generation package Kranc [95, 96] . The ET simulations are managed using Simulation Factory [97] and the analysis and post-processing of ET waveforms was performed using the open source Mathematica package Simulation Tools [98] .
The SXS waveform data used here are described in detail in [66, 99] and can be obtained from [100] .
The BAM simulations use the same numerical setup as described in App. C 1 of [52] . In brief, the BAM code [45] evolves black-hole binary initial data [101, 102] using the χvariant version of the moving puncture [84, 85] version of the BSSN formulation [81, 82] of the Einstein equations. The black-hole punctures are initially located on the y-axis at positions y 1 = −qD/(1 + q) and y 2 = D/(1 + q), where D is the coordinate distance between the two punctures and the mass ratio is q = m 2 /m 1 > 1. The code uses sixth-order spatial finite-difference derivatives, fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm and Kreiss-Oliger dissipation terms [88] which converge at fifth order. Furthermore, the code uses sixteen meshrefinement buffer points and the base configuration consists of n 1 nested mesh-refinement boxes with N 3 points surrounding each black hole, and n 2 nested boxes with (2N) 3 points surrounding the entire system. On the levels where the extraction of gravitational radiation is performed, (4N) 3 points are used in order to extract more accurately the gravitational waves emitted by the binary. These waves are computed from the Newman-Penrose scalar Ψ 4 [45] and converted into strain via fixed-frequency integration [94] . Table A summarizes some key properties of the main set of NR simulations used for this work. We arrange the simulations in pairs, each pair consisting of a different precessing simulation and its corresponding aligned-spin counterpart following Eq. (3.1).
Appendix B: Mismatches of higher order modes
Complementary to Sec. V here we present the results of single mode mismatches for the remaining higher order modes. Figure 9 shows the results for the mismatches between QA and AS modes following Sec. V A. From top to bottom, the plots refer to the (3, |3|), (4, |4|), (3, |2|), and (4, |3|) modes. Additionally, mismatches for the configurations with IDs 10 and 36 are highlighted with red and blue colors, respectively. The horizontal lines mark the 1%, 3% and 10% value of the mismatch. We find overall increase in the mismatch values in the two lowest panels, corresponding to (3, |2|) and (4, |3|) modes compared to the (3, |3|), (4, |4|) modes (top two panels). As discussed in the main text, this increase is caused by the strong mode-mixing effect in the (3, |2|) and (4, |3|) modes which is not captured properly by (APX1).
Single mode mismatches between approximate precessing and precessing waveforms for the higher order modes { , m} = {(3, 2), (3, 3) , (4, 3) , (4, 4) } are shown in Fig. 10 . The top left and right panels correspond to the (3, 3) and (4, 4) modes; the bottom left and right panels show the results for the (3, 2) and (4, 3) modes. The configurations with IDs 10 and 36 are highlighted with red and blue colors, respectively. The thick and dashed lines correspond to taking 2 and 4 AS waveforms to generate the approximate precessing waveforms, respectively. For instance, in the case of the (3, 2) mode the thick lines correspond to taking the AS (3, ±3) modes, while the dashed lines to taking the AS (3, ±3) and (3, ±2) modes into account in the construction (see Sec. V B for details). For the higher order modes, we find that the modes affected by mode-mixing, (3, |2|) and (4, |3|), have high mismatches with less than 30% of cases below 3% (see Tab. III). The other subdominant modes, (3, 3) and (4, 4) , have mismatches below 3% for more than 80% of cases. Furthermore, the inclusion of more AS modes, although it has a moderate impact, tends to improve the mismatches. Figure 11 shows the results for single mode mismatches between the approximate precessing and precessing negative mmodes { , m} = {(2, −2), (2, −1), (3, −2), (3, −3), (4, −3), (4, −4)} for all NR pairs as a function of the total mass of the system. Comparing Fig. 4 and 11 we identify some asymmetries between the positive and negative m-modes. For instance, focusing on the highlighted configurations, IDs 36 and 10, we find slightly smaller mismatches for the negative m-modes than for the positive ones.
In Sec. VI B we have further investigated the time domain decomposition of co-precessing waveforms used by precessing surrogate models [23, 65] . We show the results of this analysis for higher order modes in Figs. 13 and 12 . The identification between AS and the slowly varying part of the QA modes, referred to as symmetric QA modes defined as h + m = A + m e iφ − m , is quantified through mismatches displayed in Fig. 13 . Overall, we find that this approximation gets worse for higher order modes, especially for the modes affected significantly by mode mixing. Given this first approximation, we then constructed approximate QA modes (see Sec. VI B for details),ĥ QA m , replacing the slowly-varying part of the QA modes by the AS amplitude and phase. The mismatches between the approximate QA and the QA modes for higher order modes are shown in Fig. 12 . Similarly to the first approximation, we find an increase in mismatch, in particular for the modes affected by mode-mixing.
Appendix C: PI symmmetry and waveform systematics
In Sec. V we found (APX1) to be particularly poor for certain binary configurations. Once such case is the configuration with ID 28 in Tab. A. The time domain amplitude of rh m for the AS and QA { , m} = {(2, 2), (2, −2)} are shown in the left panel Fig. 14. The solid and dashed lines represent the positive and negative m modes, respectively. In this particular case, the QA (2, 2)-mode has more power at merger than the corresponding AS mode, which causes the mismatch to rise above the 3%. However, the QA (2, −2) mode accurately reproduces the AS mode through merger and ringdown. The mode asymmetry is inherent to precession and is exacerbated by the high χ p value of this particular precessing configuration.
In contrast to Fig. 2 , we do not observe time shifts between the QA and AS modes as the QA modes shown in Fig. 14 have been constructed from ψ 4, m via fixed frequency integration [94] , therefore reducing the amount of time-shift. Note also that these time shifts do not affect the result of the mismatch calculations as they are computed taking into account time shifts between waveforms by performing an inverse Fourier transform.
The right panel of Fig. 14 shows the (2, 1) -modes for the configuration with ID 10, a case with a mass averaged mismatch above 10% (see In Sec. V A). We observe a clear difference between the QA (purple) and AS (brown) amplitudes, demonstrating that (APX1) is unable to capture the strong in- teraction at merger for this configuration. The approximate precessing waveform generated with the either two or four AS modes, resembles the precessing (2, 1)-mode (blue) better but still not accurately throughout the late inspiral but in particular during the merger. These large differences are the source of the high mismatch.
We have found in Sec. V A that the case with ID 4 has a very high mismatch for the odd m-modes due to the PI symmetry exhibited by equal mass equal spin black holes. For configurations with PI symmetry the odd m-modes vanish identically, however, in NR simulations these modes are not zero due to numerical error, although they are extremely small compared to the even m-modes. For precessing configuration, however, this symmetry is broken and the odd m QA modes will not vanish. As a consequence, the mismatches between the QA and AS odd m-modes for such configurations are high. From the four configurations with PI symmetry, IDs 1,2,3 show lower mismatches than ID 4 due to fact that the negative aligned spin component diminishes the difference in the amplitude between the modes resulting in a much lower mismatch when compared to the one of ID 4 (χ eff = 0). This also poses a clear limitation when rotating the (2, 1) precessing mode to form the QA (2, 1) because the mode mixing in the rotation leaves the QA with more power than the corresponding AS mode. Moreover, it is also a tight constraint in the inverse transformation because the approximate precessing modes can only be generated with the information of the even m modes. This is a clear limitation of (APX1).
Finally, in Sec. V B when analyzing the single mode mismatches of the (2, 2)-mode (top panel of Fig. 4) we found a case, ID 28, with the mismatch curve above the 3% threshold. The configuration with ID 28 is the same as in the co-precessing frame has a mismatch slightly above 3%. In the inertial frame it occurs the same situation as in Fig. 14. The asymmetries between positive and negative m precessing modes are not accurately reproduced by the approximate precessing waveforms. As a consequence, the mismatch of the (2, 2) mode is much higher than the mismatch of the (2, −2) mode, which is below the 3% horizontal line as seen in the top right panel of Fig. 11 .
Appendix D: Contour Plots matches including higher order modes Figure 15 contour plots of the strain mismatches between precessing and approximate precessing waveforms, averaged over the angle κ S for a total mass of 65 M for the configuration with ID 36. In the figure, the label { , m} refers to the modes used in the sum of the complex strain of Eq. (4.2), while AS represents the aligned-spin modes taken into account in Eq. (2.3). In addition, the 3% and 10% mismatch values are highlighted with orange and red curves, respectively. In the top, middle and bottom panels the (2, ±2), (2, ±1), (3, ±3), (4, ±4); (2, ±2), (2, ±1), (3, ±3), (3, ±2), (4, ±4) and (2, ±2), (2, ±1), (3, ±3), (3, ±2), (4, ±4), (4, ±3) modes are taken into account in the sum of the complex strain, respectively. In the left and right panels the ( , | |), ( , | − 1|) AS modes are taken into account, respectively. The results are similar to the bottom panels of Fig. 5 . The addition of higher order modes in the complex strain increases the mismatch overall for all inclinations, while the inclusion of more AS higher order modes tends to lower the mismatches. Figure 15 . Strain mismatch between precessing and approximate precessing waveforms in the inertial frame averaged over the angle κ S for a total mass of 65 M for the configuration with ID 36 as a function of the inclination and the azimuthal angle of the signal (precessing waveform). In the plot labels { , m} denotes the modes used in the sum of the complex strain given in Eq. (4.2), while AS represent the aligned-spin modes taken into account in Eq. (2.3). In addition, the 3% and 10% mismatch values are highlighted with orange and red curvess, respectively.
